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Abstract
Observers can more easily detect correlated patterns of temporal contrast modulation within hybrid visual images composed of
two components when those components are drawn from the same original picture (Blake, R., & Yang, Y. (1997). Proceedings
of the National Academy of Science, 94, 7115–7119). To learn whether spatial phase is a mediating variable, we measured
thresholds for detection of contrast modulation over time among component gratings while manipulating spatial phase among
those components. In Experiment 1, observers more easily detected correlated contrast modulation when two component gratings
were aligned in peaks-subtract phase. Experiment 2 showed that this phase-dependent detectability of synchronized contrast
modulation is mediated by the phase-dependent, non-linear interaction among spatial frequency channels. The rigorous evaluation
of several a priori reasonable hypotheses indicates that the phase-dependent detectability is not based on local spatial features such
as local luminance, contrast or luminance gradient. Taken together, our results indicate that the spatial phase relationship and the
temporal correlation of contrast modulation of two component gratings are both important for triggering facilitatory interaction
between neural analyzers tuned to those gratings. © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In recent years investigators have become interested
in the interaction of spatial and temporal factors in
figure:ground segregation (Fahle, 1993; Fahle & Koch,
1995; Kiper, Gegenfurtner & Movshon, 1996; Leon-
ards, Singer & Fahle, 1996; Alais, Blake & Lee, 1998;
Kojima, 1998; Usher & Donnelly, 1998) and boundary
formation (Shipley & Kellman, 1994). Those studies
have examined perception of spatial structure under
conditions where the degree of temporal structure
varies. In our laboratory, we have approached this
problem of spatio-temporal interactions from comple-
mentary perspective, by studying the perception of tem-
poral structure in displays varying in their degree of
spatial structure. In our first study (Blake & Yang,
1997), temporal structure was defined by correlation in
contrast change among spatial images whose compo-
nent features sometimes formed coherent objects and
sometimes did not. To accomplish this, Blake and Yang
divided greyscale pictures of common objects into two
components (e.g. one component consisting of low
spatial frequencies only and the other consisting of high
spatial frequency components only). They then recom-
bined those components to make hybrid images in
which the contrast amplitudes of the two components
could be varied independently over time. Observers
were required to discriminate correlated contrast modu-
lations from uncorrelated contrast modulations in the
hybrid components.
The logic of the task is as follows. First, the com-
posite pictures were spatial frequency filtered into low-
pass and high-pass components. It was assumed that
those two components, because of their different spatial
frequency composition, would activate separate neuron
populations. This first assumption is consistent with the
large body of evidence for spatial-frequency selective
neurons in early vision (Graham, 1989). Second, the
contrast levels of the two components were randomly
modulated over time, with the amplitudes of modula-
tion being easily visible. These modulations were visi-
ble, it was assumed, because the firing rate of neurons
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responsive to those components was fluctuating over
time. This second assumption is also consistent with
physiological studies showing that temporal contrast
modulation of visual patterns evokes modulated pat-
terns of responses in neuron populations (Bodis-Woll-
ner, Hendley & Kulikowski, 1972; Troy &
Enroth-Cugell, 1993). Given these quite reasonable
assumptions, the task of perceiving synchronized con-
trast modulations in the two components boils down
to detecting common temporal patterns of responses
in neural populations activated by those components.
In fact, observers were better at this task when the
two components were drawn from the same original
image, implying that detection of temporal structure
is influenced by spatial structure.
This conclusion, however, leaves unanswered a cru-
cial question: What actually constitutes spatial struc-
ture in component images? The results of Blake and
Yang indicate that this global spatial structure must
be some stimulus property that is preserved following
spatial frequency filtering. The present study assesses
the contribution of spatial phase as a descriptor of
pattern structure. Speaking in Fourier terms, it is
commonly recognized that the phase spectrum
strongly influences the perceived spatial structure of
an image (e.g. Piotrowski & Campbell, 1982), and
considerable psychophysical evidence shows that hu-
man observers are highly sensitive to phase-related
changes in perceptual tasks (Badcock, 1984a; Caelli &
Hubner, 1984). Based on these considerations, we hy-
pothesized that the peaks-subtract phase relation (see
below) between two components is important when
attempting to detect common temporal structure
within those components (e.g. contours portrayed at
high and low spatial frequencies). Here is our reason-
ing.
Sharp edges are especially important for human vi-
sion, being crucial for image segregation and group-
ing (Marr & Hildreth, 1980; Watt & Morgan, 1985;
Malik & Perona, 1992). Yet according to the spatial
coincidence assumption (Marr, 1982) an abrupt inten-
sity discontinuity in an image—a sharp edge—is
uniquely associated with simultaneous activity among
a set of spatially overlapping filters differing in recep-
tive field size. This means, in other words, that in
early vision a complete neural representation of an
edge is not explicitly given by the response of single
neurons but, instead, is embodied in the distributed
activity among neurons responding at different spatial
scales (i.e. neurons tuned to different spatial frequen-
cies). The spatial coincidence assumption is in line
with physiological evidence showing that individual
neurons in primary visual cortex respond over limited
ranges of spatial frequencies (e.g. Movshon, Thomp-
son & Tolhurst, 1978), and the idea also squares with
psychophysical experiments on grating detection
(Campbell & Robson, 1968) and pattern adaptation
(Blakemore & Campbell, 1969).
Expressed quantitatively, a sharp edge is specified
when a fundamental frequency component and its
harmonics are aligned in sine phase (meaning that the
zero crossings of all components are spatially coinci-
dent). Relating this back to the Blake and Yang re-
sult, we hypothesize that detection of temporal
structure among component spatial features is facili-
tated when those features are aligned in sine phase.
In the present experiments, we utilized compound
gratings composed of only two components, a funda-
mental and its third harmonic (F3F). In this case,
sine phase occurs when the luminance peak of the
fundamental (F) is aligned with the luminance trough
of the third harmonic (3F). So for our two compo-
nent compound gratings, sine phase can also be
termed peaks-subtract phase-because of its more de-
scriptive nature and its wide use in previous work, we
have elected to use the terms peaks-subtract and it’s
opposite, peaks-add. Note, however, that sine phase
and peaks-subtract phase are not equivalent for com-
pound gratings composed of F and 5F, F and 9F, F
and 13F, and so on.
To test whether detection of temporal structure
among component spatial features depends on spatial
phase, we have used sinusoidal gratings and intro-
duced a new variable—relative phase—into the con-
trast modulation method used by Blake and Yang
(1997). On each trial, an observer sees two successive
presentations of a hybrid image composed of a fun-
damental (F) and its third harmonic (3F). During
both presentations, the contrast level of F and the
contrast level of 3F are independently modulated in
random steps over time. In one interval the contrast
modulations of the two components follow the same
random, temporal pattern (correlated contrast modu-
lation) while in the other interval the two components
follow uncorrelated random patterns (uncorrelated
contrast modulation). The observer selects in which
interval the contrast changes of the two components
are correlated. F and 3F components are aligned in
peaks-subtract phase (i.e. sine phase) in one condi-
tion, in peaks-add phase (i.e. cosine phase) in another
condition, and inter-peaks phase in a third condition.
If the phase relation between F and 3F influences the
neural representation of temporal structure, correlated
contrast modulations should be easier to detect in the
peaks-subtract condition, i.e. the one associated with
edge representation. Experiment 1 tests this predic-
tion, and Experiment 2 evaluates a critical assump-
tion underlying the rationale of this procedure.
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2. Experiment 1: spatial phase and correlated contrast
modulation
2.1. Methods
2.1.1. Obser6ers
Data were collected from three observers with nor-
mal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity. Two of
three were unaware of the purpose of the experi-
ments; the third observer was the first author.
2.1.2. Visual display
Compound gratings were generated by a Power PC
computer and stored as 128128 grey scale images
rendered with 8-bit resolution. During the experiment
the gratings were displayed on a NEC 21’’ color
monitor running at a frame rate of 72 Hz, with grat-
ing frames synchronized to the raster retrace. Monitor
resolution was 1024 pixels and 768 lines. The average
luminance of all gratings was 24.5 cd:m2 and the lu-
minance of the background was the same as the aver-
age luminance of the gratings. Luminance
non-linearities in the monitor were corrected using a
calibrated look-up table. The display was viewed
binocularly from a distance of 1.3 m; from this dis-
tance, the square window within which the gratings
appeared was 22° visual angle. Observers fixated
the center of this display.
All compound gratings consisted of two, vertically
oriented sinusoidal components, F and 3F. Unless
noted otherwise, F and 3F were 1 and 3 cycle:deg.
The time-average, base contrast of each component
was 0.20 (defined as (LmaxLmin):(LmaxLmin),
where L is luminance). The compound gratings were
generated by superimposing the component gratings
in an overlay-adding method. Three kinds of com-
pound gratings were generated by varying the spatial
phase relation between F and 3F ; (1) peaks-add phase
(Fig. 1A); (2) peaks-subtract phase (Fig. 1B); (3) in-
ter-peaks phase. Each phase waveform is described by
the following Fourier series:
Peaks-add phase waveform:
L(x)Lm{1A cos[2pfx ]B cos[6pfx ]} (1)
Inter-peaks phase waveform:
L(x)Lm{1A cos[2pfx ]B cos[6(pfxp:2)]}
(2)
Peaks-subtract phase waveform:
L(x)Lm{1A cos[2pfx ]B cos[6(pfxp)]} (3)
where x is position on the horizontal axis and L(x) is
luminance. The term Lm is the average of the lumi-
nance at all spatial positions, and A and B are the
contrasts of the two components, respectively.
2.1.3. Procedure
Observers initiated each trial by pressing the space-bar
on the computer keyboard. In all trials, the contrast levels
of both components, i.e. F and 3F gratings, were indepen-
dently modulated in seven random, small steps over time.
Each trial comprised two successive intervals, where the
components of the complex waveform had the same
phase in both intervals. In one randomly selected inter-
val, the patterns of contrast modulation of the two
components (F and 3F) were identical, i.e. correlated,
and in the other interval they were different, i.e. uncor-
related (Fig. 2). By pressing keys on the keyboard,
observers indicated in which interval contrast modula-
tions were correlated, guessing if necessary; error feed-
back was given1. Trials were administered in blocks of
150 trials, and within a block the three phase conditions
were randomly intermixed with equal frequency. A total
of 20 blocks were given to each observer. For each phase
condition, two types of compound waveforms were
presented which can be defined in terms of the absolute
phase of the F component. For one type (0 absolute
degree phase), a peak point in luminance profile of F
component was located at the center of the square display
area, and for the other type (180 absolute degree phase),
a trough point in luminance profile of F component was
located at the center of the display area. The range of
contrast modulation was varied from trial to trial, but
was identical for both intervals of any given trial. The
smaller the range of contrast modulation, the more
difficult it was to discriminate correlated from uncorre-
lated modulations.
A method of constant stimuli was used to determine
the contrast range where observers could perform the
task with 75% accuracy. These threshold contrast ranges
were determined for each condition by applying the
Quick:Weibull bootstrap method (Quick, 1974; Efron,
1985) to the actual percent-correct data. Threshold
contrast range was expressed as the log of ratio of the
maximum to minimum contrast values (range of CM
log10 Cmax:Cmin). Two contrast modulation rates were
used, 12 and 36 Hz. Rate of contrast modulation was
manipulated by changing the frame duration, i.e. the
duration of exposure of a given contrast level. For 12 Hz
modulation, individual frames were presented for six
raster frames (:84 ms), and for 36 Hz modulation
individual frames were presented for two raster frames
(:28 ms). To hold total exposure duration constant
(583.3 ms), the 36 Hz sequence cycled three times whereas
the 12 Hz sequence cycled once. A total of 100 trials were
1 The subjective, phenomenal content accompanying correct re-
sponses is not easy to characterize. According to our observers, the
compound pattern in one interval appeared to form a more coherent
surface fluctuating in contrast. This interval corresponded to the one
displaying correlated contrast modulation.
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administered for each stimulus condition, yielding a
grand total of 3000 trials per observer.
2.2. Results
The raw data for the one observer (DA) are shown in
Fig. 3A. The abscissa specifies range of contrast modu-
lation defined as log10 Cmax:Cmin and the ordinate plots
the percentage of correct responses. The left and right
columns show results for the 12 and 36 Hz conditions,
respectively. Recall that the complex waveforms were
presented at two different periodic positions, i.e. 0 and
180°, to evaluate the effect of absolute position. There
was no significant difference in performance between
these two periodic positions across all phase conditions,
so results for these two conditions were combined
within each phase condition. Thus, 200 trials deter-
mined each data point in Fig. 3A. The lines represent
Fig. 1. Stimuli used in Experiment 1. All compound gratings consisted of two, vertically oriented sinusoidal components, F (1 cycle:deg) and 3F
(3 cycle:deg). The compound gratings were generated by superimposing the component gratings in an overlay-adding method. Three kinds of
compound gratings were generated by varying the spatial phase relation between F and 3F in Experiment 1; (A) peaks-add phase (Fig. 1A); (B)
peaks-subtract phase (Fig. 1B), and interpeaks phase (we used the inter-peaks phase compound grating in Experiment 1, however, it is not
presented in this figure). The right panel shows the luminance profiles for the peaks-add and peaks-subtract phase conditions.
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Fig. 2. Correlated versus uncorrelated contrast modulation of the two gratings. The contrast of each of the two components (F and 3F) was
modulated over time. The temporal pattern of contrast modulations was identical for the two components in one interval (correlated) and
independent for the two in the other interval (uncorrelated). These contrast modulations were always centered about a contrast of 0.20. The
contrast modulation range, which is defined by the log of ratio of maximum contrast to minimum contrast, was varied to manipulate the
discriminability of correlated from uncorrelated presentations.
the psychometric functions fitted to the actual data by
the Quick:Weibull fitting procedure, given by Eq. (4):
P(x)1 (1g)2 (x:a)
k
(4)
where x is stimulus intensity, g is the lower asymptote (0.5
in the case of our 2AFC task), a is the threshold, and
k is a parameter specifying the steepness of the psycho-
metric function.
The threshold and associated standard error for each
phase condition were estimated using the bootstrap
procedure described by Maloney (1990). Fig. 3B shows
the resulting threshold and standard error for each phase
condition. Statistical tests on mean differences among
phase conditions were performed for each observer using
z statistics (Table 1).
Thresholds were significantly lower when F and 3F
components were in peaks-subtract phase compared to
the peaks-add and the peaks-int phase. The only excep-
tion was observer SC, who showed no significant differ-
ence between the peaks-subtract and peaks-add phase
and between the peaks-subtract and peaks-int phase for
12 Hz condition. In general, differences in thresholds
between phase conditions were larger for the 36 Hz
modulation condition.
2.3. Discussion
Discrimination performance was generally best when
F and 3F components were in peaks-subtract phase. This
implies that the ease with which one can detect correlated
activity within separate channels tuned to these compo-
nents depends on the spatial phase relation among those
components. We are thus tempted to conclude that
time-varying activity in subsets of neurons registering
edge information at different spatial scales interacts
synergistically, making it easier as a consequence to
detect correlated temporal structure. This conclusion,
however, rests on two assumptions that require close
examination.
The first assumption bears on the nature of the neural
information critical for performance of this task. It was
our intention that observers monitor fluctuating activity
within neurons responsive to the F component and within
neurons responsive to the 3F component, deciding in
which of two presentation intervals those patterns of
fluctuating activity were more nearly identical. Now
there can be no doubt that contrast modulation of F and
of 3F produced fluctuations in activity—indeed, the
perception of contrast change over time can be attributed
to nothing else. But could the task be solved by other
means? Blake and Yang (1997) discuss and rule out other
possible cues that could be employed by a devious
observer, including detection of contrast differences on
individual frames of the animation sequences. Moreover,
none of those alternative cues would differentially benefit
detection of coherent contrast modulations for peaks-
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subtract patterns. In our forthcoming discussion of
Experiment 2 of this paper, we also consider and reject
several other possible cues that might be deployed to
detect contrast modulations. So we are confident that the
task is tapping observers’ abilities to detect similarities
in the time-varying activity of neurons responsive to the
two components.
The second assumption deals with the neural interac-
tion between channels responsive to F and to 3F. We
assume that enhanced ability to detect correlated tempo-
ral structure is mediated by synergistic interactions
between those channels. Our psychophysical task, of
course, does not measure correlated neural activity but
only the putative consequences of that correlation. We
can, however, assess the validity of the assumption that
threshold performance depends on enhanced responses,
and this assessment provided the motivation for Exper-
iment 2.
3. Experiment 2: spatial phase and subthreshold
summation
Experiment 1 actually tested observers’ ability to
discriminate between correlated and uncorrelated modu-
lations of F and 3F. When contrast is modulated within
Fig. 3. (A) Raw data for observer DA in Experiment 1. Proportion correct is plotted versus contrast modulation range. The left and right graphs
plot the data at modulation rates of 12 and 36 Hz, respectively. The different symbols represent data for the different phase conditions (,
peaks-add; , peaks-int; 
, peaks-subtract). The smooth curves are Weibull fits to the data. (B) Correlated-uncorrelated temporal pattern
detection thresholds for all observers in Experiment 1. Thresholds were defined as the contrast modulation range required for 75% correct;
thresholds are plotted for the two modulation rates. The different symbols represent data for the different phase conditions. In this and following
figures, the error bars on individual observer data points represent 91 standard error of the estimated threshold.
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Table 1
Z statistics of pairwise comparisons of the thresholds in Experiment 1a
Flicker rate condition observer 12 Hz 36 Hz
Int-sub Add-sub Int-SubAdd-intAdd-int Add-sub
9.9710.93DA 1.49 4.79 3.56 0.87
5.6312.646.45SL 0.604.03 4.35
10.87 7.31SC 3.02 0.53 2.28 3.36
a z, 1.96; PB0.05; z, 2.58; PB0.01; z, 3.29; PB0.001; z, 3.89; PB0.0001.
a very narrow range, the temporal variations in neural
response to this modulation will be weak which, in
turn, makes it difficult to distinguish correlated from
uncorrelated modulations. (Indeed, in the limit, modu-
lations may be so slight that the visual nervous system
treats the components as unvarying in contrast, at
which point the task would be truly impossible.) On the
other hand, when contrast is modulated over a large
range, fluctuations in neural responses are correspond-
ingly large, making it simple to discriminate correlated
from uncorrelated modulations. It seems reasonable to
assume, then, that when neural signals evoked by the
component gratings mutually enhance one another,
performance should be enhanced, particularly at
threshold levels of modulation.
Now it should be possible to test the validity of this
critical assumption by directly measuring thresholds for
the detection of contrast modulation of component
gratings. Suppose an observer views two successive
presentations of a complex grating consisting of F and
3F components. In one presentation interval, the con-
trast of the component gratings is modulated and in the
other interval contrast remains constant. The depen-
dent variable, in other words, is the minimum contrast
modulation which can just be reliably detected. If our
linking assumption is valid, detection threshold should
be lower when the components are in peaks-subtract
than in peaks-add phase. Moreover, the difference in
modulation thresholds between peaks-add and peaks-
subtract phase should be confined to the condition
under which component gratings are both modulated in
a correlated way, not when one component’s contrast is
modulated but the other’s is not. We make this predic-
tion because when one component varies in contrast
over time but the other is stationary, the responses
evoked by those components will not be correlated; in a
sense, this condition is an extreme version of uncorre-
lated contrast modulation. Experiment 2 provides the
crucial test of these predictions.
Experiment 2 was composed of three successive steps.
In the first step (Experiment 2A), contrast modulation
thresholds were measured for simple gratings (F or 3F)
without their harmonic background. A single grating
underwent contrast modulation in one interval but not
in the other.
In the second step (Experiment 2B), contrast modula-
tion thresholds were measured for a modulated compo-
nent superimposed on a stationary (i.e. nonmodulated)
harmonic grating (e.g. modulated F superimposed on
stationary 3F). In this step, an unmodulated back-
ground grating was presented in both intervals, accom-
panied by a test grating whose contrast was modulated
in one interval and unmodulated in the other interval.
In one condition, the test and background gratings
were aligned in peaks-add phase, and in another condi-
tion they were aligned in peaks-subtract phase. This
second step reveals whether the mere presence of a
stationary grating affects modulation detection
thresholds for its harmonic test grating.
In the third step (Experiment 2C), modulation detec-
tion thresholds for one harmonic component were mea-
sured in the presence of a background component
whose contrast was modulated by a subthreshold
amount (i.e. modulation range less than that associated
with that component’s modulation detection threshold).
This constitutes a subthreshold summation experiment
(Graham, 1989).
The effect of a stationary background grating on
sensitivity to contrast modulation of the partner har-
monic test grating could be assessed quite simply by
comparing the psychometric curves from Experiment
2A and B. To assess the effect of modulated back-
ground gratings on sensitivity to test gratings, however,
requires a theoretical prediction concerning how re-
sponses from separate spatial frequency channels are
summed. If there is no interaction between channels
responsive to F and 3F, psychometric curves for com-
pound gratings could be predicted by simple probability
summation based on detection probabilities associated
with the two component gratings respectively. If there
is facilitatory interaction between F and 3F channels,
measured psychometric curves for compound gratings
(Experiment 2C) should be displaced upward (i.e. per-
formance should be better) relative to the curves pre-
dicted by probability summation. We determined
psychometric functions predicted by probability sum-
mation by applying the first form of the Quick pooling
formula (Graham, 1989; Eq. (5)) to empirical psycho-
metric functions for simple gratings tested in Experi-
ment 2A.
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Pobs1 (.5)2 [(RI of F)
k (RI of 3F)k] (5)
where RI is the ratio of contrast modulation range in a
component grating to threshold estimated in Experi-
ment 2A and k represents the slope estimation of
psychometric functions observed in Experiment 2A.
Predicted performance based on probability summa-
tion with two compound gratings also can be expressed
in threshold units. In this case we use the second form
of the Quick pooling formula (Graham, 1989; Eq. (6)).
If there is facilitation between spatial frequency chan-
nels tuned to component gratings, thresholds for com-
pound gratings should be lower than those predicted by
Eq. (6).
1 (RI of F)k (RI of 3F)k (6)
where RI and k are the same as above. Both Eqs. (5)
and (6) assume that modulation in F and in 3F are
detected by independent mechanisms, with successful
detection of modulation occurring when modulation is
detected in F alone, in 3F alone or in F and 3F
together.
3.1. Methods
3.1.1. Obser6ers
Data were collected from three observers with nor-
mal or corrected-to normal visual acuity. One of the
three (the first author) participated in Experiment 1; the
new observers were naive about the hypothesis.
3.1.2. Visual display
The stimuli were the same as those used in Experiment
1, with two exceptions. First, F and 3F gratings differed
in average contrast: 0.35 for F and 0.20 for 3F. These
values are both 1 log-unit above the contrast threshold
for F and 3F, as determined in a pilot experiment using
the method of adjustment. Second, contrast modula-
tion—when it was present—alternated between just two
values, at a constant flicker rate of 36 Hz (Fig. 4).
Fig. 4. Contrast modulation in Experiment 2. (A) In Experiment 2A, a single grating (F or 3F), without its harmonic background, was modulated
in one interval and was unmodulated (i.e. stationary) in the other interval. (B) In Experiment 2B, a single grating, with its stationary harmonic
background, was modulated in one interval and was unmodulated in the other interval. Here, the contrast of the stationary background remained
at the mean contrast. C. In Experiment 2C, two gratings were both modulated in a correlated way in one interval and were both unmodulated
at the mean contrast in the other interval. Contrast modulation alternated between just two values, at a constant rate of 36 Hz. Thus, individual
frames were presented for two faster frames (28 ms approximately).
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3.1.3. Procedure
The procedure in Experiment 2 was a 2AFC contrast
modulation detection task. A trial consisted of two
583.3 ms intervals, with an interstimulus interval of 500
ms. Both intervals displayed the same spatial frequency
grating. In one of the intervals, picked at random, the
grating’s contrast was modulated and in the other
interval grating contrast remained constant at a value
equivalent to the time-average contrast of the contrast
modulated grating. Following the method of constant
stimuli, the amplitude of contrast modulation was
picked randomly from a set of five amplitudes, with
each of the five tested the same number of times during
a session. By pressing one of two keys on the keyboard,
the observer selected the interval displaying contrast
modulation, guessing if necessary.
In Experiment 2A, a simple grating (i.e. one fre-
quency component) was contrast modulated in one
interval and appeared without modulation in the other
interval (Fig. 4A). In one block of trials, the spatial
frequency of the simple grating was F, and in another
block it was 3F. We should reiterate that the task in
this experiment was detection of the interval in which
grating contrast was modulated—the grating itself was
easily visible in both intervals.
In Experiment 2B, F and 3F gratings were superim-
posed to create a complex pattern, with the two compo-
nents either in peaks-add or in peaks-subtract phase. In
one of two intervals on each trial, one component of
the complex pattern (the test grating) was modulated in
contrast while the other component (the background)
was unmodulated in contrast; in the other interval,
both components appeared stationary, i.e. unmodulated
(Fig. 4B). Four conditions were created from the com-
bination of spatial frequency of the modulated test
grating (F and 3F) and relative phase of the test grating
and the background grating (peaks-add and peaks-sub-
tract phase). Within a given block of trials, the observer
always knew which component would be the test grat-
ing, F or 3F. Peaks-add and peaks-subtract conditions,
however, were randomly intermixed in a block of trials.
Again, the observer simply indicated in which interval
the contrast of the test grating was modulated.
In Experiment 2C, the stimuli were the same as those
in Experiment 2B with two exceptions. First, F and 3F
were both contrast-modulated in one interval and were
both presented without modulation in the other interval
(Fig. 4C). Second, in the contrast-modulated interval,
the amplitude of contrast modulation of the back-
ground grating was held constant at a subthreshold
level, whereas that of the test grating was one of five
values equally spaced logarithmically. For this condi-
tion, subthreshold contrast modulation means a modu-
lation amplitude lower than the threshold estimated in
Experiment 2A—the contrast modulated grating, in
other words, appeared stationary. This experiment con-
sisted of eight conditions created from the combination
of (i) spatial frequency of a test grating (F or 3F); (ii)
relative phase of the two component gratings (peaks-
add or peaks-subtract); and (iii) amplitude of contrast
modulation of the background grating. Within a given
block of trials, spatial frequency of the test grating (i.e.
the one whose modulation the observer was detecting)
and the amplitude of the subthreshold background
grating were fixed. Peaks-add and peaks-subtract trials
were randomly intermixed within a block of trials. As
before, the observer simply judged in which interval the
contrast of the test grating was modulated.
Thresholds for each condition were estimated from
psychometric curves plotting percent-correct versus log
contrast modulation amplitude. As in Experiment 1,
raw data for each condition were pooled over all trials
and fit with the Quick:Weibull function. As a result,
each observer produced two psychometric curves for
Experiment 2A, four curves for Experiment 2B, and
eight curves for Experiment 2C. The bootstrap method
was used to determine thresholds and their standard
errors. A total of 280 trials were administered for each
psychometric function, and each observer contributed a
grand total of 3920 trials.
3.2. Results
3.2.1. Experiments 2A and 2B
Fig. 5 summarizes results from Experiments 2A and
2B, with panels A and B showing psychometric func-
tions and panels C and D the associated 75% thresholds
and standard errors. In general, contrast modulation
thresholds were lower for 1 c:deg gratings (F) than they
were for 3 c:deg gratings (3F). This difference merely
reflects the superior sensitivity to flicker at lower spatial
frequencies (e.g. Robson, 1966). Regardless whether the
test grating spatial frequency was F (panels A and C) or
3F (panels B and D), there was no systematic difference
in threshold among the three conditions. The only
exception was one observer SL, who showed a mar-
ginally significant difference (P0.04) between the
peaks-subtract and peaks-add phase when the target
grating was 3F. Thus, superimposing a stationary grat-
ing upon a harmonically related test grating, regardless
of the phase relationship between the two, has no
influence on the threshold for discriminating modulated
from unmodulated contrast. We confirmed that these
conclusions were not specific to the arbitrary threshold
level we utilized, 75%, by reanalyzing thresholds defined
at 80% and at 85%. The same pattern of results was
obtained.
The failure of the background grating to affect detec-
tion of the test grating is not too surprising in this
experiment, since the task involved detecting contrast
modulation in a clearly visible test grating. The back-
ground grating, besides differing in frequency by a
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Fig. 5. (A) Raw data for observer YD in Experiments 2A and B. Proportion correct is plotted versus contrast modulation range. The left and
right graphs plot the data for the target grating of F and for the target grating of 3F, respectively. The different symbols represent the data for
the different phase conditions (, test with no background;  , peaks-add; , peaks-subtract). The smooth curves are Weibull fits to the data.
(B) Modulated-unmodulated detection thresholds for all observers in Experiment 2A and B. Thresholds were estimated as the contrast modulation
range required for 75% correct and plotted versus phase conditions.
factor of 3 from the test grating, was not undergoing
contrast modulation.
3.2.2. Experiment 2C
The raw data for this key condition are plotted for
one observer SL in Fig. 6A which shows psychometric
functions for gratings with a contrast-modulated back-
ground grating. The solid lines represent the psycho-
metric functions predicted by probability summation.
As mentioned before, these predicted functions were
based on the assumption that there is no interaction
between spatial frequency channels tuned to F and 3F
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gratings. The plus and star symbols are the actual
data from peaks-add-phase and for peaks-subtract-
phase, respectively.
Performance was better when test and background
gratings were in peaks-subtract phase. Moreover,
while the psychometric curves for peaks-add phase
roughly correspond to that predicted by probability
summation, those for peaks-subtract phase depart
from the probability prediction, indicating summation
between spatial frequency channels in excess of prob-
ability.
Summation-square plots were drawn to facilitate
comparisons of actual thresholds to those predicted
by probability summation; those plots for the three
observers are shown in Fig. 6B. The horizontal axis
specifies the relative contrast modulation of the F
component and the vertical axis plots the relative
contrast modulation of 3F component. The solid
curves are the predictions of probability summation
(Eq. (6)) for exponents which were measured in Ex-
periment 2A. Thresholds for peaks-add and peaks-
subtract conditions are given by open squares and
solid squares, respectively. Bars through the symbols
represent 91 standard error of the thresholds. The
summation-square plots show clearly that thresholds
for compound gratings in peaks-subtract phase are
lower than for those in peaks-add phase. Thresholds
for the peaks-add phase fall around the threshold
lines predicted by probability summation, whereas
those for the peaks-subtract phase indicate summa-
tion greater than probability.
3.3. Discussion
Considered together, the results from Experiments
2A, B and C clearly indicate that spatial phase be-
tween component gratings influences detection of con-
trast modulation. These results substantiate the
previously untested assumption that provides the
backbone for interpreting results from Experiment 1:
enhanced ability to detect correlated temporal struc-
ture is mediated by synergistic interactions between
those channels. With this assumption in hand, we are
led to conclude that spatial structure importantly infl-
uences detection of temporal structure.
Before accepting this conclusion, however, we need
to address several alternative accounts of the data
from Experiment 2 that make no appeal to temporal
structure per se.
3.3.1. Local luminance hypothesis
When detecting small amplitude contrast modula-
tions (Experiment 2), is it conceivable that observers
use temporal changes in local luminance as a cue, not
contrast modulation? As the contrast values of com-
ponent gratings are oscillated between two values, lo-
cal regions in a compound grating patch undergo
corresponding oscillations in luminance. If observers
are basing their judgments simply on these variations
in local luminance, the performance for all conditions
in Experiment 2 should be predicted by the maximum
size of local luminance difference produced by con-
trast modulation.
Fig. 7 plots cross-sectional luminance profiles for
compound gratings whose components are in peaks-
add-phase (Fig. 7A) and in peaks-subtract-phase (Fig.
7B). The solid curves depict the luminance profile for
a compound grating with high contrast, and the dot-
ted curves show the profile for that grating with low
contrast. For illustrative purposes, the range of con-
trast modulation in this figure was exaggerated com-
pared to that used in an actual experiment. For
regions where the maximum difference between high-
contrast and low-contrast luminance profile appears,
the magnitude of these differences was computed ac-
cording to Eq. (7).
(a1a2):((a1a2):2) (7)
where a1 is the luminance value belonging to a high-
contrast profile and a2 is that belonging to a low-con-
trast profile.
Fig. 8A shows the local luminance change as a
function of the range of contrast modulation in F
and 3F component gratings in peaks-add and peaks-
subtract phase. Comparison of these curves reveals
that the maximum luminance difference is greater for
the peaks-add condition than for the peaks-subtract
condition. Thus, the local luminance hypothesis pre-
dicts lower thresholds for peaks-add, a prediction op-
posite to the actual data. Therefore, the local
luminance hypothesis can be rejected as an account
of the results for Experiment 2.
3.3.2. Local contrast hypothesis
Observers can discriminate relative phase by detect-
ing differences in the contrast of local regions of the
stimuli (Badcock, 1984a,b; Hess & Pointer, 1987).
Since in our experiment the luminance at every point
on the waveform varies as the contrasts of compo-
nent gratings are modulated, it is possible that con-
trast modulation is detected by detecting temporal
changes in local contrast.
To find where local contrast shows the largest dif-
ference between two alternating steps, the local max-
ima and minima of the luminance profiles were
determined by finding the zero crossings in the first
derivative of the equations for peak-add-phase and
peaks-subtract-phase gratings (Eqs. (1) and (2)). This
analysis revealed that local contrast shows the maxi-
mum change over time when positions b and c on the
luminance profile were used to compute contrast (Fig.
7). Using the luminance values at those positions, we
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calculated the relative contrast difference (RCD) using
Eqs. (8)–(10).
Ch (b1c1):[(b1c1):2] (8)
C1 (b2c2):[(b2c2):2] (9)
RCD (ChC1):Ch (10)
where, Ch represents the local maxima contrast and C1
the local minima contrast.
Fig. 8B shows the RCD as a function of the range of
contrast modulation in F and 3F component gratings.
Fig. 6. Caption opposite.
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Fig. 7. The cross-sectional luminance profiles for the peaks-add (A) and peaks-subtract (B) phase compound gratings. The solid curves depict the
luminance profile for a compound grating with high contrast, and the dotted curves show the profile for a grating with low contrast. Letters
indicate local luminance maxima and minima, and arrows indicate points of maximum luminance gradient.
The function is steeper for peaks-add phase than for
peaks-subtract phase, indicating that peaks-add-phase
compound gratings produce greater change in local
contrast than do peaks-subtract compound gratings.
This is also true for all other possible positions for the
spatial pairs b and c. Thus, the local contrast hypothe-
sis always predicts lower thresholds for peaks-add con-
ditions. This prediction, however, is inconsistent with
the data from Experiment 2C, leading us to reject the
local contrast hypothesis.
3.3.3. Luminance gradient hypothesis
Several models propose that low-frequency structure
could be perceived by detection of luminance gradients
Fig. 6. (Opposite) (A) Actual data for observer SL in Experiment 2C, plotted as proportion correct as the function of contrast modulation. Solid
lines represent performance predicted by probability summation. Plus ( ) and star () symbols show actual data for F:3F compound gratings
in peaks-add and peaks-subtract phase, respectively. The two graphs on the left-hand side of A correspond to the condition where the amplitude
of contrast modulation of the 3F grating was held constant at a subthreshold level (RI0.66 or 0.77) and the amplitude of modulation of the
F grating was manipulated across five levels. The two graphs on the right-hand side correspond to the condition where the amplitude of contrast
modulation of F was held constant at a subthreshold level (RI0.54 or 0.72) and that of 3F was varied. Subthreshold levels of contrast
modulation (RI) are expressed relative to the threshold amplitude of contrast modulation measured in Experiment 2A. (B) Summation-square
plots for each of three observers. Thresholds for compound gratings comprising F and 3F are shown in summation-square plot, with individual
data points derived from psychometric functions measured in Experiment 2C, with one exception: Data points where one of the grating
components was zero were taken from data from Experiment 2B. The horizontal axis plots the relative contrast modulation of the F component
and the vertical axis plots the relative contrast modulation of the 3F component. The solid curves are predictions from the probability summation
model with exponents estimated in Experiment 2A (Eq. (6)). Thus, the coordinates of the symbols represent the pairs of RI values of F and 3F
gratings at which the detection of contrast modulation in the compound grating is just at the observer’s threshold. The brackets on each symbol
represent 91 standard error of the threshold estimate.
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Fig. 8. Curves specifying changes in local luminance (A), in local contrast (B), and in luminance gradient (C) as the function of contrast
modulation range. The solid lines depict the functions for peaks-add phase condition and the dotted lines depict those for peaks-subtract phase
condition. The left and the middle columns show the functions when F is modulated (3F stationary) and when 3F is modulated (F stationary),
respectively (Experiment 2B). The right column shows the functions when both F and 3F are modulated (Experiment 2C).
(Van der Wildt, Keemink & van den Brink, 1976;
Campbell, Johnstone & Ross, 1981; Marr, 1982). In the
context of Experiment 2, this argument can be applied
by assuming that observers detect contrast modulation
by inspecting the temporal change in luminance gradi-
ents between successive steps in contrast. Thus, the
luminance gradient hypothesis predicts that larger
changes in that spatial gradient over time result in
lower thresholds for detection of contrast modulation.
In Fig. 7, arrows indicate points of maximum lumi-
nance gradient. These were obtained by finding loca-
tions on the luminance profile where the second
derivatives are zero. The first derivatives at these points
give the maximum luminance gradients. Then, the tem-
poral changes in luminance gradient were computed for
peaks-add and peaks-subtract conditions by Eq. (11).
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(L %(x) at xdhL %(x) at xd1):L %(x) at xdh
(11)
where dh represents a relatively shallow slope and d1 a
relatively steep slope.
Fig. 8C plots temporal change in luminance gradient
versus range of contrast modulation within the compo-
nent gratings. Only when a F component is modulated
and a 3F component is stationary does the peaks-sub-
tract condition show larger change in luminance gradi-
ent relative to the peaks-add condition. In that
condition, however, we observed no difference in
threshold between the peaks-add and peaks-subtract
conditions. Again, the luminance gradient hypothesis
cannot explain consistently the results from Experiment
2.
Having rejected these a priori reasonable hypotheses,
we feel safe concluding that performance in Experiment
2 is based on fluctuating neural activity within neurons
responsive to F and neurons responsive to 3F. Lower
thresholds for the peaks-subtract condition reflect facil-
itatory interactions between neurons responsive to
those component gratings. It should be stressed that
this conclusion does not rest on the assumption of
independence among these sets of neurons. Indeed, the
facilitatory interactions envisioned by us constitute a
strong non-linearity (Wilson & Wilkinson, 1997).
4. Conclusion
Our results show that spatial structure, defined by
spatial phase relations among component gratings, infl-
uences detection of temporal structure among those
gratings. We have argued that to detect temporal struc-
ture in our experiments, observers must rely on fluctua-
tions in neural activity evoked by the contrast
modulations in two gratings differing in spatial fre-
quency by a factor of 3. Our results indicate that these
neural signals are somehow stronger or more reliable
when they are evoked (a) by contrast modulations
synchronized in amplitude, direction and time and (b)
by frequency components in phase relations specifying
an edge.
This conclusion may call to mind a popular, albeit
controversial idea positing that feature binding is
achieved by synchronizing the discharges of neuron
populations (Eckhorn & Reitbock, 1988; Damasio,
1989; Crick & Koch, 1990; Singer, 1990). According to
this hypothesis, the discharges of neurons become en-
trained, or synchronized, when they are stimulated by
features that contribute to formation of a coherent
object. This entrainment of activity is thought to occur
by virtue of an active, self-organizing process mediated
by a network of corticocortical and corticothalamic
connections (Singer, 1995). This synchronized activity
among neuron populations would, in turn, enhance
selectively the saliency of the responses of that popula-
tion of neurons, owing to summation of simultaneous
EPSPs within the target neuron population (Kreiter &
Singer, 1996).
Our results might provide some satisfaction to those
strongly attached to the temporal synchrony hypothe-
sis. However, it is important to keep in mind that, in
our experiments, it was the external stimuli that were
fluctuating over time, whereas the temporal synchrony
hypothesis posits that synchronized activity arises from
intrinsic connections and operates effectively in the
absence of extrinsic stimulus modulation. Moreover,
our experiments did not deal with the effect of temporal
correlation on feature binding; our focus was on the
effect of spatial structure on detection of temporal
correlation. Finally, some are skeptical whether the
spike trains of individual neurons are sufficiently reli-
able to support binding based on temporal synchrony
(Shadlen & Newsome, 1998).
Regardless how this controversy is resolved, however,
our results show definitively that the neural registration
of temporal structure is influenced by the relationship
among spatial features carrying that structure. Speak-
ing in terms of spatial frequency components, features
comprising edges prove to be more efficient carriers of
temporal structure. We thus believe that the facilitatory
interactions between low-pass and high-pass images
from the same original found by Blake and Yang
(1997) is attributable to the matched spatial phase
spectra of those images.
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